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Heading of Judgment in original suit/ case

In the original court of the Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati 

Present :- Mrs. Achma Rahman, AJS

Dated :- 24th of October, 2011

MONEY SUIT NO. :- 464 / 2010

Sri Umesh Doloi                                                            Plaintiff /

Petitioner

Versus

                                                          1.       Sri Mantu Teron.

                  2.       Sri  Mritunjay Boro

                                                                                                                                                  …..Defendants/

Opposite parties

This suit/ case coming on for final hearing on 26.09.2011 in the presence of:-

Sri Nityananda Jha, Biswadeep Bora, Md. Pranur Rahman,  Advocate for the plaintiff 

And None for the defendants 

      And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following judgment. 

                                                         JUDGEMENT

      The plaintiff has instituted this suit against the defendants for recovery of Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees 

fifty  thousand  )  with  further  interest  @  14.5%Per  annum  upon  Rs.  50,000/-  (Rupees  fifty 

thousand )from 27.08.07  till  realisation of  the  full  amount.  The Plaintiff’s  case  in  brief  is  that 

plaintiff is a businessman and agriculturist by profession. The defendant who is well known to the 

plaintiff borrowed an amount of Rs. 50,000/- only on 27.08.07 from him on promise that he will 

repay the total amount of Rs, 50,000/- along with Rs. 10,000/- as interest within twelve months 

from 27.08.07.



That after borrowing the said amount of Rs. 50,000/- the defendant had neither paid the principal amount  

of Rs. 50,000/- nor the interest to the plaintiff in spite of repeated demand made by him. 

Summons  were  duly  served  upon  the  defendant  and  defendant  appeared,  but  thereafter  he 

defaulted for which the suit proceed exparte against him.

Plaintiff  examined  himself  as  PW-1  and  exhibited  as  many  as  four  documents.   Plaintiff  has 

exhibited the following documents in support of his case. 

Exhibit No. 1:- Handnote executed by the defendants. 

Exhibit No. 2:- Advocate notice dtd. 6.5.10.

Exhibit No. 3 & 4:-  Postal receipts dtd. 6.5.10.

  As there is no written statement in the suit and hence no issues are framed, but in order to  

arrive at a definite finding as regards the matter in issue, I have formulated the following points 

for determination. 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION     :- 

       1.Whether the plaintiff advanced Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees fifty thousand)nly to defendant No 1 ?

       2.Whether the defendants failed to repay the money?

      3.Whether the plaintiff is entitled to a decree as prayed for ?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF :- 

Point No. 1 and 2 :-

Let me discuss the relevant portion of the evidence on record to decide these points. 

      PW-1 Sri Umesh Doloi in his evidence stated that defendant borrowed Rs. 50,000/- only on 

27.08.07 and in this regard the  defendants   Sri mantu Teron and Sri Mritunjay Boro had signed a 

hand note whereby defendants promised to repay the total amount of Rs. 50,000/- along with Rs.  

10,000/-  only  as  interest  within  twelve  months  from  27.08.07  and  that  Sri  Rahul  Doloi  was 

witnessed to the said transaction. The hand note was exhibited as Ext. 1wherein Ext.1(1), 1(2) &1(3) 

are the signatures of defendant No. 1 Sri Mantu Teron, defendant No. 2 Sri Mirtunjay Boro and 

witness Sri Rahul Doloi respectively. 

          From the above discussion, I am of the considered opinion, that plaintiff  advance money  

amounting to Rs.50,000/- to the defendant no. 1 and defendant no. 1&2 admitted the same by 

executing hand note and promised for repayment of the aforesaid amount with interest within 

twelve months from 27.08.07. On careful perusal of the deposition as well as the exhibits referred 

above,  I  have found no discrepancy between the  plaintiff  case  and the  available  evidence  on 

record.  Moreover,  the statement of  the plaintiff  as appeared in the plaint and in the evidence 

referred above have neither been contested by filing written statement nor been cross examined by 

the defendant side. It is the principles of law, that if a proceeding is not denied by the other side, 

then the same is deemed to be admitted. In the instant case also, the defendant has  not denied the 
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statement of evidence of the plaintiff side and as such the statement of evidence to the effect of  

advancing Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees fifty thousand ) only to the defendant no. 1 have been admitted. 

Hence point no. 1 is decided in positive way and in favour of the plaintiff.

Point no. 2

             PW -1 has stated that both  the defendants failed to repay the principal amount of Rs. 

50,000/-along with the amount of Rs. 10,000/- as interest in spite of repeated demand made by the 

plaintiff. Plaintiff issued  Advocate notice on 06-05-10 to both the defendant No. 1 & 2. Demand 

notice has been exhibited  Ext.2 wherein Ext. 2(1) is the signature of the  advocate. Postal receipts  

of the above notice are exhibited as Exts No. 3& 4.

Moreover,  the  aforesaid  contentions  of  the  plaintiff  were  neither  challenged  by  the 

defendant by filing written statement nor they have cross examined PW-1. As the pleadings is not 

denied by the defendant and hence the same is deemed to be admitted.

Hence,  the  above  discussion  builds  confidence  on  me to  hold  that  the  defendant  had 

defaulted  in  repayment  of  the  borrowed  money  as  referred  above.  Therefore   Point  no.2  is 

accordingly decided in positive and against the defendants. 

Point no. 3:- 

While deciding issue no. 1, it is decided that the defendant borrowed Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees 

fifty  Thousand) only by executing hand note and while deciding issue no. 2, it is decided that 

defendants  have defaulted in repayment of aforesaid amount. 

In view of decisions of Point No. 1 & 2, I am of the considered opinion that plaintiff is entitled to a  

decree for recovery of Rs 50,000/- Rupees fifty thousand) with interest @ 14.5% per annum upon 

Rs. 50,000/- from, 27.08.07 till realisation of the full amount against the defendants jointly and 

severally. 

In addition to what has been stated above the plaintiff is entitled to the cost of the suit from 

defendant no. 1 and 2, whereas the defendants are not entitled to any relief.  Therefore, point No. 3 

is decided in favour of the plaintiff.

ORDER

 In view of the above discussions, the suit of the plaintiff is decreed ex-parte with costs. It is hereby  

decreed and directed that the defendant no. 1 and 2 are jointly and severally liable to pay the 

amount of Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees Fifty thousand ) only to the plaintiff and further directed to pay 

interest @ 14.5% per annum upon Rs. 50,000/- from 27.08.07 till realization of the full amount

It is further directed that the defendant no. 1 and 2 are also jointly and severally are liable  

to pay the costs of the suit to the plaintiff.   Prepare the decree accordingly. Given under the hand 

and seal of this court on this the 24th day of October, 2011 at Kamrup, Guwahati. 

                                                                                                         Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati
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APPENDIX

WITNESS OF THE PLAINTIFF :-   Sri Umesh Doloi.

EXHIBIT FOR THE PLAINTIFF :-

Exhibit No. 1:- Handnote executed by the defendants. 

Exhibit No. 2:- Advocate notice dtd. 6.5.10.

Exhibit No. 3 & 4:-  Postal receipts dtd. 6.5.10.

WITNESS FOR THE DEFANDENT :-  NIL

EXHIBIT FOR THE DEFANDENT :- NIL

                                                                   Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati.
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